High compressive strain GOI pMOSFET fabricated by Ge condensation process with reduced cooling rate
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**Background** With fundamental limits of scaling Si MOSFETs, Ge is expected to be one of the most promising next generation channel materials because of both high electron and hole mobility and easy introduction into the Si platform. Moreover, the UTB (Ultra-thin body) GOI (Ge-on-Insulator) structure is very important to suppress the short channel effect. Among the several GOI fabrication methods, the Ge condensation method [1, 2] is one of the most promising techniques to fabricate UTB GOIs. However, one of the most serious problems in Ge condensation has been the strain relaxation during the condensation process [3], which not only causes defects in GOI layers but also prevents mobility enhancement in pMOSFETs. Even though we have recently reported a new Ge condensation process which enabled to suppress strain relaxation during the process [4], the impact of the cooling time on remaining strain and the resulting pMOSFET mobility has not been examined yet. In this paper, we examine the effect of the cooling time in Ge condensation on strain and performance of fabricated GOI pMOSFETs with compressive strain.

**Experimental** Fig. 1 shows the process flow of UTB GOI layers with the Ge condensation process, where the oxidation temperature is changed from 1100 °C, to 1050 °C, 1000 °C, 950 °C and 900 °C. After each oxidation step, intermixing annealing was performed in N2 at 1050 °C, 1000 °C and 950 °C, according to [5]. In the conventional Ge condensation, SiGe-OI wafers were taken out from an oxidation furnace after each oxidation step to check the Ge composition. On the other hand, the new Ge condensation process [4, 6] employs the oxidation/annealing in the furnace without taking out the wafers during the process (Fig. 2 (a), (b)). GOI wafers were cooled down in 3 different ways after the new Ge condensation process (Fig. 2 (c)), in order to examine the impact of the cooling rate on the strain relaxation. The 3 different cooling rates, 4-hour slow cooling, natural cooling (~2.5 hours) and the conventional rapid cooling(< 1 min) were used. The spatial distribution of strain over GOI layers was evaluated from the peak shift in Raman spectroscopy. Also, backgate operation GOI pMOSFETs with Ni S/D with Al backgate were fabricated for each strained GOI with different cooling rates.

**Results**Fig. 3 shows the cumulative distribution of strain in the GOI layers. The mean strain values in GOI layers after 4-hour linear cooling, natural cooling, and rapid cooling are estimated as 1.17, 1.06, and 0.979%, respectively, with the standard deviation of 0.23, 0.26, and 0.29. These values indicate that slower cooling can lead to higher compressive strain and the tighter strain distribution. As a result, we can conclude that rapid decrease in temperature can cause strain relaxation, presumably due to the difference in the thermal expansion coefficient between Ge and SiO2/Si. Fig. 4 shows the I_c-V_th characteristics of GOI pMOSFETs. The enhancement in I_m was observed due to strain effect. As shown in Fig. 5, the effective hole mobility of pMOSFETs by the conventional process (relaxed), new condensation process with natural cooling (1.06 % strain) and 4 hour cooling (1.17 % strain) amount to 120, 242 and 301 cm²/Vs, respectively.

**Conclusion** We have examined how the cooling affect strain in the Ge condensation process. The slower GOI cooling process with the continuous oxidation/annealing in furnace resulted in higher compressive strain in GOI layers, which enhanced hole mobility in pMOSFETs with enhancement factor of 2.5.
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